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ABSTRACT

The Autonomous and Advanced Navigation Techniques
(AANT) TRP Study has been performed by MATRA
MARCONI SPACE (Toulouse, France) as prime contracto r
and GMV (Madrid, Spain) as major subcontractor . In the 96 -
98 time period, the study was aimed at investigating an d
evaluating autonomous GNC/FDIR strategies and concepts
applicable to a wide range of interplanetary missions, focusing
on ROSETTA.

This paper describes the main achievements and result s
obtained in the design & functional validation of autonomou s
Attitude Measurement & Control System for interplanetar y
missions .

Investigations in the AOCS field covered several mode s
applicable to an interplanetary mission such as Inertia l
Pointing Modes (asteroid / comet detection, Earth / Sun
pointing), Manoeuvre Modes (trajectory manoeuvres, sle w
manoeuvres, probe ejection), Slow Target Tracking Mode s
(planet / asteroid / comet in-orbit observation), Fast Target
tracking Modes (asteroid fly-by), Safe and Earth Recover y
Modes (Sun & Earth acquisition and tracking), Hibernation
Modes (spin or 3-axis stabilised concepts) . The study focused
mainly on technical breakthroughs such as innovative gyroles s
attitude estimation and control concepts, advanced Hinfinit y
control design techniques, autonomous tracking of celestia l
bodies, robust hibernation concepts, advanced FDI R
techniques such as parity equations or monitoring tests o f
residuals from observation filters .

The concepts and tools developed in the frame of the AANT
study have already been reused in the frame of the ROSETT A
and Mars Express on-going developments and can be re-use d
for future programmes such as Mars Sample Return o r
Technology missions .
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2 . ACRONYMS

AANT Autonomous and Advanced Navigation Technique s

AOCS Attitude & Orbit Control Syste m

FDIR Failure Detection, Isolation & Reconfiguratio n

FOV Field Of Vie w

GNC Guidance Navigation & Contro l

SAS Sun Acquisition Sensor

SPR Star Pattern Recognitio n

3 . INTRODUCTIO N

A major trend towards more autonomy of the GNC Syste m
onboard spacecraft has emerged in recent years, in particula r
due to the requirement of reducing space missions costs and t o
the maturity of GNC technologies .

Interplanetary missions are especially concerned with GN C
systems autonomy for two main reasons (see Figure 1) . First ,
large Earth distances of potential scientific targets naturall y
prohibit a real-time monitoring and control of the spacecraft
on-board functions from the Ground : for example, the two -
way signal travel time is about 15 min at 1 AU. Furthermor e
such large distances imply no possibility for omni-directional
telecommand / telemetry due to the limited power availabl e
on-board and reduced ground station antenna size. Then vital
autonomous Earth recovery functions with a narro w
beamwidth antenna are mandatory on-board . Second, the long
duration of the spacecraft journey to its scientific target can
dramatically increase the costs associated to the groun d
segment (ground station usage and operational team
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personnel), especially if continuous monitoring of th e
spacecraft is required . This is not the case at least from a
mission operations and scientific viewpoint, becaus e
corresponding deep space activities are quasi null except at
planetary body encounters.

INTERPLANETARY MISSION CHARACTERISTICS

V

REDUCED MISSION COS T

Figure I Rationale for Autonomous GNC / FDIR Systems
for Interplanetary Mission s

From these two characteristics, the need for spacecraf t
autonomous GNC systems can be classified into three mai n
categories . The first type of need is autonomous GNC
operational modes which are implemented to ensure safe and
efficient spacecraft and payload operations not entirel y
feasible under ground monitoring and commanding only . Thi s
applies classically to spacecraft attitude and pointing control ,
but also to spacecraft navigation near a planetary body, an d
possibly to small surface probes to be released and delivere d
to the surface of a planetary body . A second category gathers
hibernation modes with the only purpose to alleviate the
ground segment activities during long mission phases wher e
neither system nor scientific operations are foreseen, whil e
ensuring the spacecraft safety and if possible minimising the
use of critical GNC equipment to increase the missio n
reliability . Finally, autonomous safe / recovery modes (i .e.
FDIR capabilities) are of major interest, with the main
objectives of ensuring (1) the recovery of nominal thermal an d
power conditions, (2) the recovery of the vital communicatio n
link with the Earth (at least through telecommands) in case of
failures or non-nominal events, by pointing a dedicate d
antenna to the Earth, (3) the recovery of a safe collision-fre e
trajectory in case of failures or non nominal events in the
implementation of trajectory control manoeuvres (especiall y
during critical phases as close fly-by's) .

In order to address these issues and to support the definitio n
of interplanetary missions like ROSETTA, ESA has launche d
a pluri-annual research programme, the Autonomous and
Advanced Navigation Techniques » (AANT) study . The
primary objective of the AANT study was to investigate an d
evaluate autonomous GNC / FDIR strategies and concept s
applicable to the above mentioned needs of a typical
interplanetary mission . A second objective was to develo p
software tools for the design and evaluation of the propose d
GNC/FDIR concepts, which can be re-used for a wide rang e
of Interplanetary Missions .

This paper presents the main achievements of the AAN T
study in the field of autonomous AOCS modes (Inertia l
pointing, Manoeuvre, Target Tracking, Hibernation ,
Sun/Earth Recovery and associated FDIR) for interplanetar y
missions, GNC and FDIR aspects being covered in a previou s
paper (ref.[3]) and briefly summarised below .

Investigations in the Autonomous Navigation field covered al l
potential phases of an interplanetary mission, namely deep
space cruise, planetary body fly-by and in-orbit observation,
focusing on innovative autonomous navigation concepts base d
however on reasonable required on-board resources, with th e
objective to alleviate ground segment tasks and mission cost s
in a near future time frame . Up to nine different autonomou s
navigation concepts have been analysed, combining variou s
measurements such as angular LOS (Line Of Sight) to the
Sun, stars, planetary bodies, surface landmarks, but als o
planetary bodies apparent diameter, horizon sensing, rang e
and range-rate measurements .

The Probe Descent and Landing investigations covered
several attitude and trajectory control concepts applicable t o
the landing of a small surface probe on a small planetary body
with no atmosphere. Spin-stabilised and 1-axis momentu m
stabilised concepts were envisaged for attitude control, as well
as free flight or limited manoeuvrability concepts fo r
trajectory control (acceleration, deceleration, or transvers e
impulsion) .

In order to achieve the validation of the above concepts, a
detailed simulation tool named AANToolBox was developed
in C-language. It includes representative models of th e
spacecraft environment and dynamics, sensors and actuators ,
and algorithms to be tested . It was developed on the basis of a
previous AANT study simulation tool with the objective to
enhance its flexibility and representativity, for exampl e
allowing the simulation of attitude-only or trajectory-onl y
GNC concepts, an easy modification of the spacecraft
dynamics model, the transition between different AOC S
modes and the statistical analysis of Monte-Carlo simulations .

4. INERTIAL POINTING MODE S

The objectives of Inertial Pointing Modes are twofold : first t o
provide Sun & Earth pointing with a medium accuracy (0 .1 °
typically) for good power supply and communication with the
ground ; second, to ensure accurate and stable (10 prat over
one sec) for detection of the target body with a camera .
Various attitude determination schemes have been considered ,
resulting in the recommendation for gyroless stellar sensin g
using attitude prediction based on a model of spacecraf t
dynamics . The optimal sensor configuration (one mediu m
FOV vs. two wide FOV sensors) depends on syste m
considerations on robustness to star occultation by Sun &
planetary bodies, FDIR issues and commonalty with other
modes . The pointing performances have been assessed by
detailed simulation of the attitude estimator (Kalman Filter i n
UD implementation) and controller (large bandwidth contro l
with gain rejection of flexible modes) within the
AANToolbox environment. These validated concepts hav e
been selected for the ROSETTA mission .
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An interplanetary mission generally requires a number o f
Manoeuvre Modes, for trajectory correction (AV from 1 mm/ s
to 1 km/s, pointing accuracy 0 .5° half-cone), large angle slew
manoeuvres (pointing error <1° at slew end), reaction whee l
momentum off-loading (< 1 hour, impact on pointing to b e
minimised) and finally probe ejection (up to 45 kg, 1 .5 m/s) .
The three last manoeuvre modes have been investigated at a
conceptual level only, so that the discussion is focused here t o
the orbit correction mode . The retained attitude measuremen t
concepts are similar to the one of Inertial Pointing Modes ,
with the exception that the use of gyroscopes is no w
recommended for improved FDIR, at least in the case of large
thruster firing. Regarding the estimation of AV amplitudes, a
thruster pulse count approach is recommended for small AV
values (<0 .1 m/s) and as a back-up to an accelerometer-base d
strategy for larger manoeuvres . The achievable performance i s
1% above 100 m/s and 2% down to 0 .5 m/s . A particula r
attention has been paid to control aspects, critical durin g
manoeuvres because of the interaction with spacecraft flexibl e
modes and fuel sloshing . Robust control techniques based on
H.. synthesis validated on previous programmes have bee n
successfully applied (see ref. [2]) . The design model is a gain
envelope of the flexible dynamics derived from a thorough
model obtained using the DYNAMICA software (in-hous e
tool for automatic Fortran simulator using Kanes's formulation
and symbolic calculation, ref. [5]) . The resulting controller
(see Figure 2) provides the large static gain required to rejec t
large disturbance torques from thrusters while providing goo d
stability margins (6dB/30°) . The order is large (12) but can be
reduced for practical implementation using specific order
reduction methods. The rejection of the flexible modes i s
obtained by a Cauer filter above the cut-off, providing goo d
robustness to uncertainty on flexible modes and smoothe r
torque commands .

Figure 2 Nichols plot of the orbit correction controller with
uncertainties on the dynamics mode l

The control design and the pointing performance have bee n
validated through an extensive simulation campaign withi n
the AANToolbox environment (see §7), including Monte -
Carlo runs to demonstrate the robustness of the H .. to
dynamics modelling errors . These validated concepts are
being applied to the ROSETTA/Marx Express missions .

Target Tracking Modes have the same typical pointing
requirements as Fine Inertial Pointing modes (0.1° 2a, 1 0
Arad stability over 1 sec), the only specific aspect being th e
tracking rate, <0.1°/sec during cruise phases and up to
1 .5°/sec during planetary body fly-by.

For slow target tracking during cruise, the evaluation o f
various attitude estimation & guidance concepts ha s
demonstrated the need for a direct tracking of the target
associated with star sensing . The considered target tracker i s
based on a CCD camera in the visible waveband (30° typica l
FOV) allowing to measure diameter and optical centre, plu s
possibly limb and landmarks (requires image processing no t
further analysed here) . IR horizon sensing sensors have no t
been investigated in details as only applicable to spherica l
planets with well known IR signature (e .g . Mars) . In order to
derive representative tracking error models, a simulation o f
optical measurements (CCD) of "chaotic" planetary bodies
(i .e . non-spherical) has been performed using the DYNOPTI X
software tool (see ref. [4]) applied to a 3D surface fractal
models (see Figure 3) . The major conclusion is that error i s
dominated by biases :

♦ relative to target geometrical centroid when no on-boar d
model of the target is used (up to 50% of the diameter ,
but 90% predictable knowing Sun and LOS directions) ;

♦ relative to target optical centroid, 3 to 5 % of diamete r
depending of irregularity level, not predictable .

Figure 3 Fractal 3D model of a 20 km diameter asteroid at
600 km distance and application of contour-centroiding
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For fast target tracking during fly-by phases, "blind" or open -
loop tracking of the target relying on orbit determination fro m
the ground has been found excessively constraining (e .g.
minimum fly-by altitude of 5,500 km for ROSETTA) . Closed -
loop control using the target tracker is therefore mandatory for
such missions . Indirect target tracking, i .e . target
measurements are used in the fly-by state estimator and no t
directly in the attitude loop (see Figure 4), is preferred for
better robustness to target tracker measurement delays &
errors, which are well filtered by the attitude estimator (3-stat e
Extended Kalman Filter) . The use of gyros is optional an d
depends on system constraints (e .g . star occultation by th e
Sun) .

Figure 4 Block Diagram of indirect closed-loop targe t
tracking attitude guidance & estimation

- 2-axis dihedral concept,
- 3-axis Sun-pointed safe mode hibernation concept ,
- momentum bias stabilised concept .

The selection of one concept or the other is quite obviousl y
highly mission-dependent. Moreover, presenting all of the m
being difficult in this paper, it has been chosen to concentrat e
on the most innovative one, the so-called "Sun-pointe d
dihedral spin concept" .

The principle is to perform a passive gyroscopic stabilisation ,
submitted to a Sun-pointing dihedral torque created by tw o
dihedral flaps atop solar arrays or the solar arrays themselve s
(see Figure 5) . The concept is potentially applicable to al l
hibernation periods .

From first order dynamics analytical formulation, it can b e
demonstrated that the S/C spin axis follows a cone centere d
above the Sun direction . These results have been confirme d
dynamic simulations with orbital motion and perturbatio n
effects included. The required spin rate depends on the sola r
arrays characteristics, typically 0 .5 rpm max for ROSETTA .
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7. HIBERNATION MODES

The main design objectives of hibernation phases are to avoi d
ground segment involvement during quiet cruise missio n
phases and to minimise the use of power demanding an d
critical life time equipment (especially AOCS units) in orde r
to limit the required size of solar arrays and to maximise the
late mission success probability in long duratio n
interplanetary missions (e .g. ROSETTA). These two
objectives lead to autonomous passive attitude stabilisation
concepts providing high robustness and safety with respect t o
uncertainties in the environment (perturbations levels, non-
nominal events) and the system properties (spacecraft
dynamics parameters, sensors and actuators errors or failures) .
Pointing performances needs are related to power budge t
(solar array pointed towards the Sun within 20-40°) and t o
communications (Earth pointing within 2°) .

A number of hibernation concepts have been considered, wit h
as major constraint that thrusters shall not be used (thi s
explain why the selected ROSETTA "pseudo-hibernation "
mode, which uses thrusters, is not covered by this review) .
These concepts fall in two main categories :

♦ spin-stabilised hibernation concepts (assuming a n
adequate spacecraft principal inertia axis orientation an d
enough spin stability margins )

-passive inertial ecliptic spin concept ,
- passive inertial polar spin concept ,
- forced Sun-pointed spin concept ,
- Earth-pointed spin concept,
- Sun-pointed dihedral spin concept,

♦ 3-axis stabilised hibernation concepts :

Figure 5 Sun pointed dihedral spin concept

The identified major issues at system level are the fuel
sloshing effects at low spin rates (baffling recommended) and
spin rate variations due to windmill effects caused by sola r
arrays torsion misalignments (calibration residuals + thermo-
elastic distortions) . The allowable limit was evaluated to 0 .5° -
1° for ROSETTA, controllable through a SAS processing and
bang-bang control of the solar array drive .

8 . SAFE & EARTH RECOVERY MODE S

The objectives of the AOCS Safe Mode are to achieve with a
high success probability (>99%) and a good timing th e
reduction of the spacecraft rates (up to 3°/s), the re-acquisitio n
of the Sun and maintenance of a Sun-pointed attitude during a
long period of time. This Safe Mode can also be considered a s
an intermediate mode during wake-up phase from a n
hibernation period, leading to Earth re-acquisition with an
accuracy better than 2° . To achieve this Earth re-acquisition, a
3-axis attitude shall be recovered in order to point the antenna
towards the Earth direction . Both the Safe Mode and the Eart h
Acquisition shall be designed so as to be fully autonomous .
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Gyroless solutions, both for Sun acquisition & pointing, have
been preferred to classical gyro-based rates reduction concept s
because of the low intrinsic reliability of gyros .

The investigated gyroless Sun acquisition concept is derive d
from the results of the GARMS ESA study (ref. [6]) : 2 Su n
Acquisition Sensors are used for full sky coverage, with non -
linear measurements processing (Cartesian or Polar
algorithms) . Final pointing of the principal inertia axi s
towards the Sun is demonstrated with a success probabilit y
better than 95 %

For the gyroless Sun pointed safe mode, three Sun-pointing
rate control concepts have been considered :

♦ build-up of an internal wheel angular momentu m
perpendicular to the Sun line and then monitoring of th e
rotation about the Sun through momentum exchange .
The major drawback is the complexity of wheel s
operations and the risk of saturation .

♦ control of a pointing bias between the Sun direction an d
the principal inertia axis, then recover the square of th e
rate through control torques estimation (product o f
inertia effect) . This approach was found very sensitive t o
thruster errors & uncertainties on inertias, with als o
problems to recover the sign of the rate .

♦ non-linear processing of SAS measurements (doubl e
pseudo-derivation) to restitute directly the rate . Despite
of the required complex on-board processing, thi s
approach was found promising and retained for further
validation .

For this purpose, a detailed simulation of the sequencing of
free motion and Sun acquisition sub-phases has been set-up .
The rate estimation during free motion was found quite
effective, thanks to the very good observability throug h
double pseudo-derivation of SAS outputs . An open-loop
torque impulse was then applied at the next acquisition sub -
phase in order to reduce the sensed angular rate .

Monte-Carlo runs have been performed to test th e
performances and robustness under varying initial conditions
(spacecraft dynamics dispersions and SAS / thrusters errors) .
Typical simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . The
performances are promising, with final rate below 1°/s at 99%
probability, but the concept was found not adequate for long
term safe mode, because of the significant fuel consumption .

The Earth recovery relies on a star acquisition with a n
autonomous Star Pattern Recognition (SPR) algorithm with a n
expected success probability near 100% whatever the sky
region seen . The only restriction is that spacecraft rates mus t
be lower than the sensor star tracking rate capabilities (0 .5°/s
assumed here) . Two different attitude control strategies hav e
been envisaged during the autonomous SPR.

The first approach is to detect the object of brightes t
magnitude in the star sensor FOV, and control in closed-loo p
the spacecraft 2-axis attitude around that unknown referenc e
(star sensor measurements directly used in the control loop) ,
the third axis being controlled through measurements from th e
Sun sensor (least deviation from Sun-pointing) . In that cas e
the autonomous SPR relies on stars as appearing in the senso r
FOV, and there is no stringent time constraint to be fulfilled .
The main drawbacks are that a new control mode is needed,

and that in the case of an SPR failure, a kick and retry
procedure has to be entered .

The alternative is to command an autonomous SPR ever y
TBD seconds until success is declared, but remaining in the
same Sun-pointed safe control mode. In that case residual
spacecraft rates will be such that the star patterns visible in th e
star sensor FOV will slowly vary, and therefore the
autonomous SPR shall be performed in a limited duratio n
compatible with the slew rate and the star sensor FOV size ,
i .e . in the range of a few seconds . The main advantage of thi s
strategy is that no additional control mode is required, an d
that the residual spacecraft Sun-pointed rate naturall y
modifies the star pattern visible in the star sensor FOV, thu s
increasing the SPR success probability . Its main drawback i s
the time constraint of a few seconds specified to th e
autonomous SPR, but this is expected not to be a critical
issue .
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Figure 6 Sun pointing with non-linear SAS measurement s
provessing : spacecraft angular rates

9. FDIR

FDIR at the lowest possible level in the AOCS functiona l
architecture is a key aspect of interplanetary missions sinc e
ground intervention is largely delayed (because of the larg e
distance) and to be minimised (because of the long duration) .
For this reason, the analyses have been focused on functiona l
redundancy monitoring, with two main techniques, parit y
equation between sensors measurements and estimation filte r
residuals monitoring. Parity equations using Generalised
Likehood Test have been successfully applied to a wid e
variety of sensors (gyroscopes, accelerometers and optical
sensors) . Estimation filters residuals monitoring has been
investigated using chi-squared criteria for the detection o f
reaction wheel failures, for the monitoring of the attitud e
innovations in a gyro-stellar estimator and for the detection o f
an openlclosed-thruster failure from the residuals of an
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estimation filter fed with accelerometer measurements . The
latter case has been validated by Monte-Carlo simulation o n
the AANToolbox software in the ROSETTA case (se e
Figure 7) . High robustness & performances (100% failur e
detection, no false alarms) were demonstrated for small thrus t
levels, for large manoeuvres involving the main engine (400
N), failures of attitude thrusters (10 N) cannot be detected
from acceleration measurements, and attitude sensor s
compatible with large angular rates (typically a few deg/sec) ,
i .e. gyros or some star trackers) shall be used .

only for the close orbiting phase but also for landing an d
roving phases, to which concepts & tools developed i n
the AANT study can be applied ;

♦ Autonomous tracking with an on-board camera is also a
key feature for fly-by and swing-by phases, detaile d
simulations with refined models of the target and of th e
camera are necessary for complete validation, as it wil l
be done within the ROSETTA developmen t

♦ Development of realistic numeric simulator of body
shapes or terrain would be of major interest fo r
autonomous navigation & target tracking, providing lo w
cost validation complementary to experimentation on
mock-up .
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Figure 7 Thruster failure detection residual s

10 . CONCLUSION

A number of GNC/FDIR concepts applicable to autonomou s
modes of interplanetary missions have defined and
investigated within the AANT study . A generic simulation
software of Phase B level has been developed and used t o
support GNC detailed analyses, guarantying a high level of
validation . The concepts and tools have already been reused i n
the frame of the ROSETTA and Mars Express on-goin g
developments and can be re-used for future programmes suc h
as Mars Sample Return or Technology missions .

The study has permitted to detect the most critical points o n
which further analyses should focus (the following list is no t
exhaustive) :

♦ FDIR is a key feature of interplanetary missions ,
advanced AOCS architectures involving new generation s
of smart sensors being a quite promising solution ;

♦ Passive hibernation proved to be quite attractive, mor e
detailed investigation would be necessary on th e
recommended concepts (dihedral effect, merry-go-aroun d
ESA concept) ;

♦ A robust gyroless multi-mission mode has show n
feasible, its detailed design would be of primary interest ;

♦ A demonstration of control breakthrough allowed by H -
infinity techniques has been made for inertial &
manoeuvre modes . Further improvements can b e
expected from the transfer of LMI techniques, currentl y
at laboratory grade, to industrial applications ;

♦ Autonomous slew manoeuvres with constraint avoidanc e
also deserve further investigations, since it woul d
considerably secure long distance operations and relax
constraints on the ground segment ;

♦ Feasibility and performances of autonomous navigation
concepts and algorithms have been demonstrated, not
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